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1. Introduction  
 
Background and rationale  
 
The drive to develop renewable energies to reduce fossil fuel consumption has resulted in 
increasing efforts to harvest wind power as a method of renewable energy delivery. This has 
resulted in the construction of multiple wind turbine clusters or “wind farms” in rural areas 
in Australia to generate power.  

 
Health concerns  
 
Implementation of wind power programs has been opposed by a number of communities, in 
part due to claims that wind farms pose a risk to health. Concerns have largely focused on 
audible or non-audible noise, such as infrasound, causing a range of negative effects on 
sleep, vestibular function and mood. Some people have referred to this constellation of 
symptoms as wind turbine syndrome (WTS).  
 
Wind Turbine Syndrome (WTS) 
  
WTS refers to a cluster of symptoms reported in case studies by Pierpont.1 In that series 
individuals reported sleep disturbance, headache, tinnitus (ringing in the ears), a sensation 
of pressure in the ears, dizziness, vertigo, nausea, visual blurring, palpitations, irritability, 
problems with concentration and memory and panic episodes associated with sensations of 
internal pulsation or quivering when awake or asleep.1 In this report, the symptoms typically 
improved during holidays or other withdrawal from the wind turbine environment and 
returned with re-exposure. There are case reports of WTS being present in one family 
member but not in another who lives in the same dwelling.2 It has been proposed that 
people who are particularly ‘sensitive’ to noise may be at greatest risk. It has been argued 
that WTS is caused by infrasound generated by wind turbines.1,3,4 
 
Alternative Explanations 
 
Some experts have discounted the association between the symptoms of WTS and exposure 
to noise from wind turbines. They suggest the symptoms are the result of a nocebo effect, in 
which a patient can be convinced that something benign is making them sick. It is argued 
that the annoyance and health effects some people experience when unwanted turbines go 
up in their local areas are more strongly related to subjective factors such as the visual 
impact of the turbines, attitudes towards wind energy and whether there is economic 
benefit from turbines, rather than to noise itself, both audible and inaudible (i.e. 
infrasound).4,5 This level of annoyance may be the primary mediating agent causing sleep 
disturbance and increased psychological distress.6 Stress is considered another mechanism 
by which noise can impact on human health.7 Where stress effects are present, they may be 
dependent on the level of annoyance induced by the noise.8 
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Noise from wind turbines 
 
Wind turbine noise comprises the following range of spectra of relevance to this study: 
i. Infrasound (frequencies less than 20 Hz), 
ii. Low Frequency (LF) sound (frequencies 20-200 Hz)  
iii. High Frequency (HF) sound (frequencies above 200 Hz). 
 
Whilst infrasound is regarded as being below the audible range, if its level is high enough it 
can be “sensed”. This sensation is best described as a sensation of pressure on the ears9 or a 
sensation or sound of deep humming/rumbling.2  There is no sense of pitch attributable to 
infrasound. In contrast, noise in both the LF and HF range is usually audible with a sense of 
pitch. 
 
Wind turbine noise encompasses the whole of the sub-audible and audible frequency 
spectrum – infrasound, LF sound and HF sound including amplitude modulation (“swish”) 
effects of the higher frequency sounds. It is not known which of those components 
contribute to annoyance and which contribute to the claimed health effects. 
 
Infrasound 
 
The nature of infrasound is now well understood10 based on acoustical studies performed at 
Bluff Wind Farm (SA), Cape Bridgewater Wind Farm (VIC) and Shirley Wind Farm (USA).11 
The sound is comprised of the blade pass frequency (typically 0.7-0.8Hz) and its harmonics 
The maximum sound pressure level at these frequencies was 89.5dB Lin Peak (recorded at 
Shirley Wind farm). 
 
Community concerns are focused on infrasound 
 
The main community group advocating that wind farms have deleterious effects on health is 
the Waubra Foundation. The foundation’s chair, Mr Peter Mitchell recently served as an 
observer on the NHMRC Wind Farms Health Effects Reference Group. The foundation 
recently published a statement “Acoustic Engineering Investigation into Airborne and 
Ground-Borne Pressure Pulses from Wind Turbines at Cape Bridgewater”12 (Mr Peter 
Mitchell, personal communication to Prof Grunstein) which summarises their concerns. 
They state that although infrasound is only audible at very high levels, “it can be damaging 
to the human body at levels well below audibility”. Moreover the document states that 
“Infrasound has long been known to be dangerous and harmful to humans, especially with 
chronic exposure. Infrasound persists for much greater distances than audible sound and, 
unlike audible sound, penetrates virtually all building structures (including double glazing) 
with ease; and often increases the impact by resonating with internal structures in the 
house”. While infrasound is ubiquitous, anti-wind farm community groups state that wind 
turbines have a specific infrasound signature or profile that differs from common sources of 
infrasound such as ordinary wind, household appliances or waves on a beach. This profile is 
“a necessary tool for investigating noise from wind turbines anywhere”. 
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 In addition, the foundation recommended that research also measure subjective 
“sensation” of vibration related to infrasound by use of specific self-report scales, 
investigation be undertaken inside houses and continue over sufficient periods of time, such 
as 6 weeks. It is the infrasound component of the noise that is claimed by those suffering 
nausea, dizziness and other symptoms that is the primary cause of their symptoms. 
 
Given these views from community groups and the lack of high quality research on health 
effects identified by the NHMRC Reference Group,13 we argue that the correct approach to 
addressing the issue of wind farm noise and health effects is to focus on robustly assessing 
the effects of infrasound using a synthesised sound that matches the infrasound profile of 
wind farms. 
 
Possible biological mechanism for vestibular effects 
 
The following observations indicate that infrasound may be capable of producing 
audiovestibular disturbances, particularly in susceptible individuals. 
 
1) At very low frequencies, the cochlear outer hair cells (innervated by type II afferents 
which do not participate in conscious hearing) are stimulated by sounds below the audible 
range.14 
2) Structures involved in endolymph volume regulation are influenced by infrasound. In 
experimental animals, brief (1-2 min) exposures in the moderate to intense ranges of low 
frequency tones have induced endolymphatic hydrops.15 
3) Humans, monkeys and guinea-pigs do not show evidence of vestibular activation by high 
levels of infrasound16 but some inner ear pathologies lower the thresholds for vestibular 
activation due to the presence of an additional low resistance pathway or “third window”: 
superior semicircular canal dehiscence, large vestibular aqueduct syndrome.17,18 Further, 
endolymphatic hydrops and vestibular migraine, which are characterized by sound 
hypersensitivity, may also provide additional biologically plausible pathways by which 
infrasound may have health effects. Hence, there is a biologically plausible mechanism for 
physiological effects of infrasound. However, as yet there is no evidence that these effects 
actually occur. The study proposed here is designed to seek that evidence. 
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Noise sensitivity and annoyance 
 
Noise sensitivity and annoyance are considered to be related but not identical concepts.19 
Noise sensitivity is a distinct psychological trait and refers to the predisposition to perceive 
noisy events. Annoyance is an attitudinal dimension indicating the extent to which noises 
are evaluated unfavourably.20 About 20-30% of individuals are more sensitive to noise than 
average. Although noise sensitivity does not differ by sex, it tends to increase with age.21 
Noise-sensitive individuals have noise “annoyance thresholds” approximately 10 dB lower 
than noise tolerant individuals22  and usually react to environmental sound more easily, 
evaluate it more negatively, and experience stronger emotional reactions compared to 
noise tolerant people.23 People who are noise sensitive are more likely than others to report 
annoyance due to exposure to sound at low and moderate intensity.24 Noise sensitivity and 
annoyance are usually measured by self-report questionnaires. In this study, we will 
selectively recruit subjects who report increased noise sensitivity and measure annoyance 
from study exposures in each study arm. 

 
2. Study Objectives   
 
This short-term, randomised, 3 period, crossover study, which will be conducted in our 
purpose-built, sound-isolated laboratory at the Woolcock Institute, will measure the impact 
of exposure to infrasound on multiple dimensions of human health in individuals who report 
increased noise sensitivity.  

3. Experimental design    
 
This is a randomised, cross-over study in noise sensitive participants who will be exposed 
during three 3-day continuous periods, in random order, to either: 
1. wind farm simulated infrasound at 90dB Pk (test exposure) 
2. no added sound (sham, negative control)  
3. traffic noise (positive control).  
 
During each test period the participants will be subject to the noise condition continuously 
from 10am on day 1 until noon on day 4. Each period will be separated by at least an 11-day 
washout period where people will live normally outside of the laboratory environment. 
Participants and study staff will be blinded to the test and negative control periods (as the 
infrasound is inaudible). The audible positive control (loud traffic noise) by its nature cannot 
be subject to either participant or investigator blinding. The study will be undertaken in our 
existing purpose built laboratory facility shielded from external sound. Outcomes will be 
measured overnight and throughout the day.  

Participants will be provided three meals per day and snacks free of charge while in the 
laboratory (lunch and dinner only on the first day). 
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4. Methods: Participants, interventions, and outcomes 
 
Study setting    
 
This study will be performed wholly within the Australian Centre for Chronobiology, 
Endocrinology and Sleep Studies (ACCESS) in the Woolcock Institute of Medical Research, 
University of Sydney, 431 Glebe Point Rd, Glebe, NSW, Australia. 

5. Eligibility criteria 
 
5.1 Inclusion criteria 

1. Aged 18 or above 
2. Noise sensitive individuals -defined as Weinstein’s Noise Sensitivity Scale (WNS) Score >58 
(Appendix B)  
3. Normal hearing on audiometry 
4.  Clinically normal 24-hr sleep-wake cycle, as assessed by actigraphy for at least 7 nights, 
with >5.5 hrs sleep/night on average and a sleep onset time between 9pm and 1am and a 
sleep offset time between 5am and 7am. (Section 12.3.2) 
5. Fluent in English, to be able to answer computerised questionnaires and undergo 
neurocognitive assessments in English 
 
5.2 Exclusion criteria 

1. Any previous clinically evident and uncontrolled severe sleep disorders, including severe 
insomnia as assessed by the Insomnia Severity Index (moderate = >18 will be excluded) 
2. No serious chronic illnesses  
3. No major psychiatric disorders 
4. Use of any hypnotic medications or other medications that interfere with sleep within the 
last month 
5. Recent time-zone travel (more than 2 time zones in the last 2 weeks or 1 time zone in the 
past week) 
6. Shift workers 
7. Pregnant, expecting or breastfeeding women 
8. Unable to remain in a sleep lab for 4 consecutive days 
9. Unable to refrain from tobacco, alcohol or caffeine during study visits.  
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6. Study Interventions 
 
Participants will be exposed during three 3-day continuous periods, in random order, to 
either: 
1. wind farm simulated infrasound at 90dB Pk (test exposure) 
2. no added sound (sham, negative control). Speaker boxes identical to the infrasound 
generating boxes used for the wind farm exposure will be placed in the participants’ rooms  
3. traffic noise at 40-50LAeq with breakthrough events at 60dB Pk (positive control).  
 
6.1 Discontinuing 

Withdrawal criteria 

Participants will be informed that they have the right to withdraw from the study at any 
time, without prejudice to any medical care (such that might be required if we incidentally 
identify a medical condition), and are not obliged to state their reasons. Additionally the 
investigator may withdraw a participant at any time for the following reasons: 

• If any of the study exclusion criteria are diagnosed 
• Protocol violations 
• Adverse events  

Discontinuation of the study 

The study may be discontinued at any time on the advice of the responsible principal 
investigators on the basis of new information regarding safety. Additionally, the study may 
be terminated if progress is unsatisfactory.  

In the case of premature termination or suspension of the experiment, the investigator will 
inform the study participants and ensure appropriate follow up in the unlikely event this is 
required clinically. In addition, the appropriate ethics committee will be informed. 

Procedure to withdraw 

If a participant fails to return for follow-up or discontinues for personal reasons, attempts 
will be made to determine whether the reason for not returning is not an adverse event 
(bearing in mind that the participant is not obliged to state his/her reasons). Participants 
with clinically significant abnormalities requiring discontinuation will be followed until 
recovery from the abnormality, if possible. If the study is discontinued for safety reasons, 
the investigators will contact all affected participants within a reasonable time frame to 
inform them of the termination of their involvement in the study. Participants discontinuing 
from the study may be replaced. A new participant number must be issued for the new 
participant. 
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7. Outcomes 
 
Primary outcome measure:  
 
Changes in wake after sleep onset (WASO) as determined by 3 overnight polysomnograms 
using standard electroencephalography (EEG) based criteria. We will compare the effects of 
infrasound and traffic noise to sham infrasound. WASO is calculated from the first epoch of 
recorded sleep on the polysomnogram and either the last recorded epoch of sleep on the 
polysomnogram or the actigraphically estimated habitual rise time, whichever occurs last.  
Secondary outcome measures: 
 
EEG parameters from the overnight sleep studies - Sleep latency, sleep staging, sleep stage 
shifts, arousal frequency and power spectral analysis for sleep microarchitecture analysis 
 
Tertiary Outcome Measures: 
 
Karolinska Drowsiness Test 
 
Neurocognitive tests (Section 12.7):  
 
N-back 
PVT 
Tower of London 
 
Cardiovascular and stress measures (Section 12.9):  
 
24 hour pulse wave analysis, including blood pressure 
Pulse wave velocity 
Heart rate variability 
Urinary catecholamines 
Blood markers- blood cortisol, highly sensitive CRP, interleukin (IL)-6, TNF-alpha, fasting 
glucose and insulin Brain derived Neutrophic factor (BDNF) 
Endothelial Function test 
 
Neurotological tests (Section 12.4):  
 
Vestibular Evoked Myogenic Potentials (VEMP)  
Video Hit Impulse Tests (vHIT)  
Audiometry  
Otoacoustic Emissions (OAE)  
Videonystagmography (VNG)  
Matted Romberg test  
Unterberger test 
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Screening, Phenotyping and Explanatory Questionnaires and measures (Appendix B & C): 
 
Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) questionnaire 
Weinstein’s Noise Sensitivity Scale (WNS) score 
Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21 
Kessler 10 (K10)  
Claustrophobia Questionnaire (CLQ)  
Connor Davidson Resilience Scale  
EYSENCK Personality Questionnaire-Revised 
Noise Annoyance Scale  
Symptom Visual Analogue Scales 
Warwick Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing scale 
Ethnicity 
Medical history 
Medication 
Sleep Disorders and Patterns 
Epworth Sleepiness Scale 
Horne and Ostberg Morningness-Eveningness Composite Questionnaire 
Health and Work Performance Questionnaire 
Shiftwork questionnaire 
Post Sleep Study questionnaire 
Expectancy questionnaire
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8. Participant timeline 
Figure 1: Timeline for study protocol 

 

 

Screening 

 

Randomisation* 

 

Test period 1 
4 day/3 nights 

 

Test period 2 
4 day/3 nights 

 

 

Test period 3 
4 day/3 nights 

 

End of 
protocol 

 

Minimum 
wash-out of 

11 days 

*in random order to: 

1. wind farm simulated infrasound at 90dB Pk  
2. no added sound  
3. traffic noise  
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8.1 Enrolment/screening 

Screening of suitable participants will be undertaken in two phases. The first phase will be 
conducted via an online screening questionnaire. The second phase will combine a non-
invasive technique (wrist actigraphy and sleep diary) for the at-home measurement of 
normal sleep/wake cycles and an on-site clinical interview with the study psychologist and a 
neurotological examination. 

Phase 1: Online Screening 

Online screening procedure is described in 12.3 

All participants who attempt stage 1 of screening (i.e. receive a unique login, see 13.2.2) will 
be assigned with a sequential screening number (i.e. S1, S2 etc) 

Phase 2: Clinical Screening 

The clinical screening procedure is described in 12.3.1 

If a potential participant is deemed suitable by the online screening procedure they will be 
contacted by the study coordinator and invited to a face-to-face screening at the Woolcock 
Institute. For 7 days preceding this appointment they will also wear an actigraph and asked 
to fill out a sleep diary.  Participants will be sent instructions with the device and diary via 
courier. Actigraphy will be visually checked to ascertain whether the participant has a 
normal 24 sleep/wake cycle and biologically sufficient sleep (at least an average of 5.5 hours 
per 24 hours). Sleep diaries will also be kept to correlate with actigraphy data. Participants 
will be interviewed by the study psychologist to determine whether they will be able to 
tolerate being in a sleep laboratory for 72 hour periods where they will be shown the 
facility. Audiometry and a neurotological examination will be performed. Those with 
impaired hearing will be excluded.  

If a participant is willing and eligible they will then have the study fully explained to them 
and will be given the opportunity to ask questions before they give written informed 
consent to enrol in the study at this visit. They may also make that decision later and return 
informed consent documents via email, post or in person 

8.2 Laboratory Visit  
 
Eligible Participants who have given informed consent will arrive at the sleep centre for a 4 
day/3 night visit at approximately 10am of Day 1. Testing will occur as per the timeline in 
figure 2 and as per the descriptions of the procedures in section 12. Participants will be free 
to leave the laboratory at approximately noon on day 4. 
 
Participants will not be allowed to go to sleep until 30 minutes before their habitual sleep 
time as identified on their screening actigraphy. Participants will be allowed to sleep no later 
than 30 minutes after their actigraphically estimated habitual rise time or 7:30am, 
whichever occurs first. This allows all participants sufficient sleep opportunity to achieve 
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sleep satiety.  
 
There will be a minimum of 11 day washout period after each visit, after which participants 
will return to the laboratory on 2 further occasions and complete the protocol involving the 
other 2 arms for 4 days/3 nights each.  
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Figure 2: Study Visit timetable  

*Sleep and wake periods will be determined by the habitual sleep and wake times shown in actigraphy  

* 
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8.3 Reimbursement 
 
Taxi vouchers will be offered to participants for transport to and from the laboratory. Secure 
parking under the Woolcock building for participants will be offered and we will offer to 
reimburse both private and public transport costs. In addition we will organise food for 3 
meals per day for all participants according to their tastes and bear the cost of this. We will 
also pay each participant $111 per day up to a maximum of $1000 per participant upon 
completion of the study (hourly rate of $4.63 for study visits). 

9. Sample size 
 
From previous studies, the within-subject standard deviation in wake after sleep onset 
(WASO) is conservatively estimated at 20 minutes. Most trials of treatments for insomnia, 
for instance, regard a change of 15 minutes or more in WASO as being clinically meaningful. 
A sample size of 40 participants (which includes allowance for 2 dropouts) will give more 
than 85% power to detect a difference in WASO of 15 minutes (Cohen’s d=0.5).  

10. Recruitment 
 
Number and source of participants 

The target number of participants is 40.  
Participants will be found by public advertising in local newspapers, community radio, 
television media and social media through the Woolcock website and its database of 
research volunteers which will direct all volunteers to the online screening website 
(Appendix A). 
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11. Methods: Assignment of interventions 
  
11.1 Randomisation 

Participants will be randomised to undertake the 3 study periods in a random order. 
Participants will be enrolled sequentially according to the computer-generated 
randomisation list. Participants will be randomised by an investigator who will never meet 
any participant and plays no role in selection or testing of participants in order to maintain 
allocation concealment. 

Secure randomisation will be achieved through Research ToolsTM by entering secure 
participant data in order to access a unique participant randomisation number. by assigning 
a unique participant number in sequential, ascending chronological order. This number will 
be a two digit number prefixed by “R” (e.g. R01, R02 etc.) and will be used to identify the 
randomised study period order the participant undergoes.  

11.2. Blinding  
 
Expectations on the part of participants and investigators may influence the effect of the 
exposure (infrasound) and, more particularly, may influence the measurement of those 
effects, especially the subjective (self-reported) outcomes. To avoid the potential for this 
measurement bias, it is important that both participants and the investigators who are 
measuring outcomes are blinded to the intervention group. Fortunately, as infrasound is, by 
definition, inaudible, this is readily achieved by the use of a sham device that appears the 
same as the infrasound device, but which does not produce any sound. Only the unblinded 
acoustic engineer will have knowledge of the exposure and they will never meet a 
participant. 

The study will also include a positive control arm. During this period, participants will be 
exposed to actual noise (traffic noise). The purpose of this arm is to demonstrate that both 
the participants and the tools used to measure outcomes are sensitive enough to be 
responsive to a sound-stimulus. It would be particularly important to demonstrate that this 
is the case if we fail to observe any effect of the test stimulus (infrasound) on the health 
outcomes that are being measured. As the positive control consists of actual sound, it will 
not be possible to blind participants or investigators to this exposure. 

12. Methods: Description of study procedures  
 
12.1 Informed consent 

Each potentially eligible participant will be informed of the study’s objectives and overall 
requirements by the lead study coordinator or one of the principal investigators using the 
participant information sheet and informed consent form, and they will be provided with a 
copy of the forms. If the participant is willing to participate in the study, they will be 
requested to give written, witnessed, informed consent.  
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12.2 Simulated infrasound waveform and sham infrasound 
 
The infrasound attributable to wind turbines will be simulated using a 0.8 Hz trapezoidal-
shaped waveform with 16 harmonics (Figure 3). Conventional audio systems are not capable 
of generating sound levels at 0.8 Hz. Therefore, a purpose built apparatus will be utilised 
(Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. The Walker Speaker Boxes and the Simulated Spectrum 
 
The apparatus generates the required waveform using three 18” sub-woofer drivers in a 
timber enclosure.  Four 18” JBL high power sub-woofers will be used, each constructed 
separately in timber boxes with integral power amplifiers. A pair of these loudspeaker 
enclosures will be mounted face-to-face with a separating gap of 25-50mm to form two 
cubes of approximate size 600mm x 600mm x 900mm. The separating gap between the 
enclosures is open on all four sides of each infrasound cube (i-cube) from which the 
infrasound pressure waveform will be emitted. The i-cubes will be placed in convenient 
corner locations within the testing space. The i-cubes will be electronically connected by 
cable to enable the infrasound waveform signature to be fed to both simultaneously. Sham 
units will be constructed to appear identical to the active (infrasound-emitting) i-cubes, but 
will not emit any audible sound or infrasound. 
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12.2.1 Monitoring infrasound exposure 
 
Sound level in each room will be measured by a low frequency microphone type G.R.A.S. 
40AZ which is a ½” Pre-polarised Free-Field Microphone connected to a G.R.A.S. Type 26CG 
¼” Low Frequency CCP Preamplifier. The G.R.A.S. 40AZ microphone has a frequency 
response of 0.5Hz to 20 kHz (+/- 2dB) which encompasses the range of the study. As well, a 
G.R.A.S. 12AL 1-Channel CCP Power Module, custom built 50Hz low pass filter/amplifier and 
Graphtec GL220 data logger with USB hard drive will be utilised for data acquisition. The 
infrasound will be recorded on the USB hard drive for post processing. Peak sound levels will 
be measured for each 15 minute interval. All equipment will be certified as conforming to 
appropriate international standards at the NATacoustic NATA registered laboratory in 
Sydney. Only the unblinded acoustic engineer will have access to this data and they will 
never meet a participant. 

12.2.2 Generating traffic noise 
 
As part of the experiment involves exposure to traffic noise, this will be achieved using 
standard audio equipment. A very long traffic noise signal (12 hours loop playback) will be 
used to ensure the sound cannot be identified as repetitive. The noise level in the laboratory 
space will be monitored using a standard noise logger. 
 
12.3 Online screening website 

Through various recruitment strategies participants will be referred to an online website to 
register their interest (Appendix A) where they will be asked to register with their details 
(Name, Phone number, Email address and Postcode) and in return, participants will be sent 
a unique login and instructions to complete an online questionnaire for this study that will 
be used as a tool to help screen and phenotype participants. The online questionnaire is a 
series of questionnaires (Appendix B & C) asking about general health, medication use and 
medical history, lifestyle and sleeping patterns. Furthermore, participants will answer 
various questionnaires regarding their psychological wellbeing which will further assist in 
the decision determining the suitability for each participant. Some questionnaires will be 
automatically scored using standardised scoring algorithms that will help in excluding 
participants who are unsuitable and flagging participants who require a decision to be made 
by members of the research team. Participants will be asked to give consent before 
beginning the questionnaire (consent to be screened) and after completing the 
questionnaire (consent if eligible, to be contacted and screened through next stages of 
screening) 
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12.3.1 Clinical Screening review 

If shown eligible on the online screening, participants will be contacted by a member of the 
research team to organise a face to face appointment with the study psychologist and an 
audiologist as well as sent an actiwatch and sleep diary (Section 12.3.2). Participants will go 
through various hearing tests (Section 12.4) and assessed by a study psychologist on 
whether they would be able to cope with the requirements of the study and thus decide on 
whether they would be a suitable participant.   

12.3.2 Actiwatch and Consensus Sleep Diary (Appendix D) 

Prior to seeing a clinician, participants who are eligible will be contacted and sent an 
actiwatch, a painless watch like device worn around the wrist to monitor sleep and wake 
cycles and activity patterns (body movement and ambient light).  Accompanying the 
actiwatch, participants will be sent and asked to fill out a sleep diary self-assessing their 
sleep whilst at home. Participants will be asked to wear the actiwatch and complete the 
sleep diary for at least 7 days before coming in to their face-face appointment.   

12.4 Neurotological assessment (Appendix E) 

Neurotological testing will occur in the following order during the screening visit as well as 
at the end of each visit. Neurotological tests at the end of each visit require to be performed 
in a quiet room and therefore will not be occur during any experimental noise conditions. 
12.4.1 Bedside Examination 

Participants will firstly be asked some questions regarding their clinical history that may 
affect the neurotological examination (e.g. Do you experience vertigo?). This will be 
followed by two bedside tests .The matted Romberg test assesses a participant’s ability to 
hold their balance whilst standing on a mat with their eyes closed. The second test, the 
Unterberger will require participants to walk along a line marked by the examiner with their 
eyes closed. This test will measure the angle of which drifts from the line marked. 
Clinical ear examinations (Otoscopy and Tympanometry) will also be performed prior to any 
tests to ensure that there is not any obstruction in the ear canals and determining eardrum 
function.  
 
i) Otoscopy:  Examines if there are any structural changes in the tympanic membrane and 
ear canal using a device called a otoscope. 

ii) Tympanometry:  A probe like device will be inserted into the ear canals and play a tone 
to measure the movement in the eardrum in response to changes in pressure caused by the 
tone.   
 
12.4.2 Videonystagmography (VNG)  

Participants will be asked to wear a goggle-like device that is equipped with a camera to 
track the pupils of the eye. Participants will be instructed to keep their eyes wide open and 
gaze ahead or on a specific target. Following this, participants will then be asked to lie in a 
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supine position where they will be rolled to each side by the examiner whilst tracking the 
eye movements. 
 
12.4.3 Audiometry  

Formal testing of air and bone conduction hearing thresholds will be undertaken using a 
laptop-based audiometer. This test is designed to measure hearing acuity by a variation of 
tones in pitch and sound intensities played through a set of headphones. This test will be 
performed in a quiet room.   

 
12.4.4 Otoacoustic Emissions test 
 
Measures the otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) produced by the outer hair cells of cochlea as 
part of the pre-neural active process within the cochlea. Otoacoustic emissions can occur 
spontaneously or they can be elicited by presenting sound into the ear canal. The test is 
performed by inserting a foam earbud tip into the ear and a distortion product tone or 
broadband click will be played to elicit this response. Otoscopy and tympanometry will be 
performed before to test middle ear integrity as middle ear dysfunction is contraindicated in 
this test as it will not produce a response.  
 
12.4.5 Video head impulse test (VHIT) 

Measures the vestibular function through testing the vestibulo-ocular reflex. The 
participants will wear lightweight goggles which will track eye and head movement 
concurrently using a high speed camera and a motion sensor in the goggles whilst the 
participant is viewing a target at eye level 1.5 metres away.  The examiner firmly holds the 
participant’s head and delivers brief, unpredictable, low amplitude (10-20 degrees) and high 
velocity (150-300 degrees/s) head movements in the plane of the 3 pairs of semicircular 
canals. Head and eye velocity are measured and displayed in real time. For each semicircular 
canal tested, in the presence of an intact vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), each head impulse 
generates an equal and opposite eye movement and the “gain” of the angular VOR in this 
canal plane (eye velocity/head velocity) is close to 1. Three dimensional video head impulse 
testing includes assessment of the angular VOR in all 6 semicircular canal planes. The VHIT 
quantifies dysfunction of semicircular canals. 

12.4.6 Vestibular Evoked Myogenic Potential (VEMP)  

Measures vestibular function through activating the otolith organs in the ear to elicit 
“vestibular evoked myogenic potentials”. Cervical and ocular vestibular evoked myogenic 
potentials (cVEMP and oVEMP respectively) are two tests which will be performed together. 
The participant will have EMG electrodes placed on the face and the neck whilst in a supine 
position. 
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i) Cervical Vestibular evoked myogenic potential (cVEMP): Measures the functionality 
of the saccule by activating a myogenic potential through playing sound through 
headphones. To ensure proper contraction of the muscle participants will be instructed 
to lift their head and turn to each side. This produces a muscle reaction in the 
sternocleidomastoid muscle which is recorded through the EMG electrodes.   

ii) Ocular Vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (oVEMP): Measures the functionality 
of the utricle which is activated through tone bursts/vibrations against the participant’s 
forehead using a ‘mini shaker’ oscillator (like gentle tapping on centre of forehead). The 
participant will be asked to look up as far as possible with their eyes as the oscillator is 
vibrating against the forehead.  

  

12.4.7 Psychological and psychiatric health  

The following questionnaires will be measured at screening and after each exposure to 
measure stress and anxiety (see Appendix B)  
 
Online Screening:  
1. Kessler 10 (K10) 
2. Claustrophobia Questionnaire (CLQ) 
3. Connor Davidson Resilience Scale  
4. EYSENCK Questionnaire 
5.Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS-21) 
 
Whilst in lab: 
1. Noise Annoyance Scale  
2. Symptom Visual Analogue Scales 
 
Post Exposure Outcome questionnaires:  
1. Warwick Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing scale (WEMWB) 
2. Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21) 
3. Modified Insomnia Severity Index  
 

12.5 General health assessment 
 
Anthropometric measurements such as height, weight, waist circumference and the blood 
pressures of each arm will be taken at the screening visit and the beginning of each visit.   
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12.6 Electroencephalography (EEG) & Polysomnography (PSG) (Appendix F)  

Sleep shall be monitored using standard polysomnography based on the American Academy 
of Sleep Medicine (AASM) 2015 v2.2 guidelines.25 EEG leads will be attached to the subject’s 
head, which will take measurements of the electrical activity in the brain, along with 
recordings of ECG, oxygen levels, body position and other standard measurements for PSG. 
They will sleep with these leads attached and there will be a technician monitoring their 
sleep in the adjacent room throughout the night. This procedure is non-invasive and the 
setup is not painful to wear. Sleep shall be scored using standard scoring techniques. 
Overnight sleep studies will be scored by a technician blinded to whether the participant 
was in either the infrasound or sham infrasound condition.  

The EEG leads will also measure brain activity during wake and the leads shall be left on 
during the daytime to achieve this. Power spectral analysis (PSA) and other higher order 
quantitative EEG (qEEG) methodologies such as detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) are 
well established techniques in our centre to measure sleep microstructure and will be 
utilised in these studies.26   
 
12.7 Neurocognitive Assessments 

The computerised neurocognitive test battery will be comprised of the N-back, the Tower of 
London, and the Psychomotor Vigilance Task. Neurocognitive tests will occur four times 
during wake periods each day as shown in Figure 2.  

12.7.1 N-back (2-back) (5 mins) 

This test involves the participant monitoring a series of stimuli and requires them to 
respond whenever a stimulus is presented that is the same location as the one presented n 
trials previously, where n is a pre-specified integer, usually 1, 2, or 3. The task requires on-
line monitoring, updating, and manipulation of remembered information and is therefore 
assumed to place great demand on a number of key processes within working memory. 

12.7.2 Tower of London (3-5min)  

This computerised test involves the presentation of two different arrangements of coloured 
balls on the monitor. The subject’s task is to rearrange the first array of balls so that it 
matches the second array of balls using the minimum number of moves possible with the 
mouse. The positioning of the balls is constrained to the location of three pegs in each 
display. This test demands that the sequence of moves is carefully planned in advance 
before attempting the first move. Failure to engage in advanced planning of the sequence 
will result in initial moves blocking subsequent ball moves. This test involves using 
“executive” function, specifically forward planning, to solve a problem. Accuracy, 
determined as the number of moves, and speed, using time, variables can be obtained. 
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12.7.3 Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT) (10min)  
 
The PVT was developed to measure simple reaction time (RT). More specifically, to track 
changes induced by the interaction of the homeostatic drive for sleep and the endogenous 
circadian pacemaker. The physical device is a handheld box (20cm x 11cm x 5cm, weight 
600g). Patients are instructed to either have the PVT unit resting comfortably in the palms 
of their hands or resting flat on a surface. The task is designed to test simple RT for 10 min. 
The box has two buttons, left and right, and two screens. The top screen is a red LED which 
randomly displays increasing reaction times (in milliseconds), which are terminated by 
pressing the right button as fast as possible. Following each reaction the screen then pauses 
for 1.5 seconds while the RT is displayed to give performance feedback. The time between 
each reaction test varies randomly between 2 and 10 seconds. If the patient fails to respond 
within 500ms of the stimulus being displayed then a ‘Lapse’ is recorded. In addition, if the 
patient presses the button before the stimulus is displayed then a ‘False start’ is recorded 
and FS is displayed on the screen. Each ten minute task generates approximately 80-100 RT 
values for analysis. Below the LED display is a black and white LCD display. This display is 
used to prompt, before and after each test, the patient with a question about their 
sleepiness. A 10 point likert scale is used anchored by word descriptors ‘No’ and ‘Yes’ with 
the question “Sleepy?” posed above the scale. 
  
12.8 Karolinska Drowsiness Test (KDT) (7.5 mins)  

EEG activity is recorded whilst the participant is sitting quietly and with eyes open for 
2.5mins, eyes closed for 2.5 mins, then eyes open again for 2.5 mins to assess EEG markers 
of physiological sleepiness.  

12.9 Cardiovascular and stress measures (Appendix H) 

12.9.1 24 hour Pulse Wave Analysis  

This will be measured by using an ambulatory blood pressure device for 24 hour on the 2nd 
day of each visit. The cuff will inflate every 30 minutes to measure and record brachial and 
central blood pressure.  

12.9.2 Pulse wave Velocity (10-15 minutes)  

Pulse Wave velocity is the gold standard for measuring for aortic stiffness.  The 
measurement is a painless, non-invasive test and entails inflating a cuff around a fully 
clothed thigh whilst simultaneously placing a pressure probe on the carotid artery of the 
neck across the skin. The test will require the participant to maintain a resting period of 10 
minutes and 5 minutes measuring periods. This measurement will be recorded whilst in the 
exposure of the experimental noise conditions.  

12.9.3 Heart rate variability 
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This will be measured through ECG leads which are attached during routine overnight sleep 
study. This will be analysed using PRANA® Software Suite. 
 

12.9.4 Endothelial Function tests (15 minutes)  
 
This test will be conducted whilst the participant is not exposed to any experimental noise 
conditions and will be in a separate quiet room. Endothelial function is measured by 
occluding blood to the arm using an inflated cuff for 5 minutes. This is then followed by 
releasing the inflated cuff to allow blood to flow back into the arm. During this period, 
change in blood flow measured in the finger is used to quantify endothelial function. 
Participants may experience some pain whilst occluding the blood flow and will subside 
upon releasing the cuff.  

12.9.5 Urinary catecholamines  
 
24 hour excretion of catecholamines will be measured during the last 24 hours of each in-
laboratory stay. All urine produced by participants will be collected and sent for analysis. 

12.9.6 Blood test for inflammatory markers 
 
A blood sample will be taken on the last morning of each lab stay using standard 
venepuncture technique to measure inflammatory markers including: cortisol, highly 
sensitive CRP, interleukin (IL)-6, TNF-alpha, fasting glucose,  insulin (to measure HOMA- an 
indicator of insulin resistance) and Brain derived neutrophic factor (BDNF). Over the 3 visits 
(Approximately 6 weeks) a total blood volume of 130mL will be taken from each participant 
which is less than one routine blood donation (~400mL). Approximately, 40mL of blood will 
be taken from the arm at the end of each visit. Three 8.5mL gold serum separating tubes 
and one 4mL purple EDTA will be sent to a local pathology laboratory and an extra two 
8.5mL gold serum separating tubes will be centrifuged and the serum will be extracted and 
stored at -80◦C at the Woolcock Institute. 

12.10 Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) questionnaire (see Appendix B) 
 
The standard 2-week version will be used as a screening tool and a version modified to refer 
to the last 3 days only will be employed as an outcome measure on the last day of each 
study visit. It is a 7-item patient reported outcome measure that probes the severity of both 
the night time and daytime impact of insomnia and takes approximately 3 minutes to 
complete. Each item uses a 5-point Likert scale to capture a rating (0 = no problem; 4 = very 
severe problem) which add up to: no insomnia (0 – 7); sub-threshold insomnia (8 – 14); 
moderate insomnia (15 – 21); and severe insomnia (22 – 28). 
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13. Data Management 
 
All data will be collected onsite at the sleep laboratory at the Woolcock Institute of Medical 
Research in written and computerised formats. Paper records shall be securely stored in 
locked cabinets for up to 15 years following the end of the study. Computerised data will be 
stored and backed-up on a secure cloud based, individual password protected database 
system (Research ToolsTM) which logs all access or changes to data back to individual users 
who will be given only access or change privileges to data which they require for their role. 
During data collection, only investigators named at the front of this protocol, the unblinded 
study statistician and the data safety monitoring committee will be allowed access to the 
study data under the supervision of the Principal Investigators. After study completion, a 
non-identifiable dataset (does not include information that could help identify a participant 
such as date of birth, address or ethnicity) may be published in an open access data 
repository.   All data will be re-identifiable as, once randomised into the study, participants 
will be allocated an individual study code number. The master coding sheet will be kept in a 
password encrypted file and only investigators and research staff will have access to it. 
However, if needed, each individual will be able to be re-identified. 

14. Statistical Methods   
Generalised linear mixed models will be utilised for statistical analysis. WASO will be the 
dependent variable in the primary analysis. All other outcomes will be tested separately as 
dependent variables. Exposure (infrasound vs sham) will be the main fixed effect and its 
coefficient will be the estimate of difference in the outcome attributable to infrasound (vs 
sham) exposure. Participants will be included as a random effect, a period effect (first, 
second or third exposure period) will be included as an additional fixed effect and a term 
representing the sequence (or order) will be included as an additional random effect 
(nested within participants). As multiple outcome measures will be made (at baseline and at 
various follow-up times) a “time” fixed effect will also be included and exposure-by-time 
interactions will be tested. Also, the exposure-by-anxiety/stress interaction will be tested to 
establish whether this attribute modifies the propensity to experience WTS symptoms with 
exposure. 

15. Methods: Monitoring 
 
15.1 Data monitoring 

Because infrasound like this has not been used in experiments of longer than 2 hours 
duration and because this laboratory-based study is informing the larger and longer field 
based study, it will be the responsibility of the Principal Investigators (Marshall & Grunstein 
in the lab and Marks & Toelle in the field) to convene a Data Safety Monitoring Board 
(DSMB) to oversee participant safety across both studies by reviewing unblinded 
accumulated safety data pertaining to infrasound.  
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The DSMB will include members with expertise in one or preferably more than one of the 
following fields: Randomised trials methodology; biostatistics; neurotology; environmental 
epidemiology (preferably in noise or acoustics); field-based and laboratory-based sleep 
research. Collectively the DSMB must have expertise in all of these fields and this is why the 
committee has some flexibility in the numbers of members. 

16. Adverse Events Reporting 
 
Collection of adverse events will occur during each visit.  
Serious adverse events (SAE) are defined as any untoward medical occurrence that: 

• Results in death 
• Is an immediately life-threatening condition 
• Requires hospitalisation or prolongs hospitalisation 
• Results in persistent or significant disability/incapacity 
• Is a congenital anomaly/birth defect 
• Results in any other important medical condition. 

The Ethics Committee will be notified of any SAE within 72 hours.  

17. Auditing 
 
The study will not be externally audited 
 

18. Ethics and dissemination 
 
18.1 Study conduct/ethics approval 

The study will be conducted under the ethical jurisdiction of the Sydney Local Health District 
(SLHD) Ethics Committee at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital (Protocol No X16-0073 & 
HREC/16/RPAH/91) and will be performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki,27 
the Australian Good Clinical Research Practice Guidelines28 (Commonwealth of Australia, 
1991) and the guidelines of the National Health and Medical Research Council for human 
research.29 

19. Protocol amendments 
 
Any amendments to the protocol will be made in writing to the SLHD Ethics Committee after 
discussion with all co-investigators, and then be communicated to all participants, whereby 
further consent will be obtained for any protocol amendments. 
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20. Confidentiality  
 
Participant data will be identified by a code number that will be allocated after the 
participant gives consent to participate in the study. The key linking the participant's 
identity to the relevant code will be stored in a password encrypted file that will not be 
accessible from the internet. Storage of the data collected will adhere to the University 
regulations & the Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research.  A dataset 
containing individual participant data will be published online in conjunction with the 
academic publication of these data. That dataset will be non-identifiable and will not 
contain any personal information about the participant that could be used to identify them 
(including age, gender, ethnicity, address or postcode).In any publication and/or 
presentation, information will be provided in such a way that participants cannot be 
identified, except with their written, informed permission. Any information obtained for the 
purpose of this research that could identify participants will be treated as confidential and 
securely stored. 

21. Declaration of Interests 
 
None of the investigators have any pecuniary interest or academic conflict of interests in the 
outcomes of this study. 

22. Access to data 
 
During the study only investigators and members of the study team will have access and 
control to any data collected from participants. There are no contractual agreements that 
would limit access or control of the study to the investigators. After the study, a non-
identified dataset may be made available online in a data repository.  Making data available 
in such a way is increasingly becoming an expectation of research teams who conduct 
publicly funded research.  

23. Ancillary and post-trial care 
 
As this is not a clinical trial for a medical condition and does not involve any treatment, no 
clinical follow up will be routinely offered to participants. If however any harm is caused 
during this protocol or a medical condition becomes apparent, then medical follow-up will 
be arranged with either a member of the clinical research team or the participant’s normal 
medical practitioner.  

24. Dissemination policy 
 
Study results will be published in peer-reviewed journals and participants will be made 
aware of these following publication should they desire. The publication committee consists 
of Prof Marks & Grunstein, A/Prof Marshall and Drs Toelle and Tonin. They shall be 
responsible for the formulation and execution of publication plans. Authorship on any 
manuscripts will be at the discretion of the publication committee. 
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25. Appendix 

A. Online Registration and Consent forms 
 

I. www.windfarmstudy.com  
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II. Frequently Asked Questions
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III. Online Screening Consent Forms 
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B. Questionnaires 
  
I. Weinstein’s Noise Sensitivity (WNS) Scale   
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II. Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) questionnaire 
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III. Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21) 
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IV. Visual Analogue Scale for Symptom  
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V. Noise Annoyance Scale 
 

VI. Post-Sleep Study Questionnaire 
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VII. Warwick Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale 
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C. Online Screening- Ethnicity, Lifestyle, Medical History, Medication, Sleep disorders and 
patterns and Attitudes on Wind farms.  

 
I. Ethnicity  
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II. Lifestyle 
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III. Medical history  
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Medications 
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IV. Sleep Disorders and Patterns 
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V. Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) 
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VI. Horne & Ostberg Morningness-Eveningness  Composite Questionnaire 
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VII. Claustrophobia Questionnaire – Restriction Subscale  
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VIII. Connor Davidson Resilience Scale 
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IX. EYSENCK Personality Questionnaire Revised (EPQ-R) 
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X. Attitudes on Wind Farms  

 

D. Actiwatch and Sleep Diary 
 
I. Actiwatch 
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II. Sleep Diary 
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E. Neurotological Assessment  
 

 

I. Vestibular Evoked Myogenic Potentials – Setup and Equipment 

 
 Mini Shaker Oscillator: 
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II.  Video Head Impulse Test (VHIT) 
 

 

 
 

III. Otoacoustic Emissions 
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IV. Pure tone Audiometer 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

V. Videonystagmography  
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VI. Tympanometer 
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F. Electroencephalography (EEG) and Polysomnography (PSG) setup 
  

I. EEG setup  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

II. Additional ECG, EOG and EMG Chin electrode placements.  
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III. Additional PSG electrodes 
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G. Neurocognitive Test 
 

I. N-back (2-Back) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

II. Tower of London 
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III. Psychomotor Vigilance Task 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H. Cardiovascular and stress measures 
 
I. Oscar 2 Device (24 Hour Blood pressure and Pulse Wave analysis device)  
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II. EndoPAT device (Endothelial function test)  
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III. SphygmaCor Xcel Device (Pulse Wave Velocity) and Tonometer 
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